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RPW HAS REACHED 1700+ SUBSCRIBERS!!!! NEW
MEMBERS AND LURKERS INTRODUCE YOURSELF :D
December 16, 2016 | 24 upvotes | by RPWives

We’ve reached another milestone as a community! Ladies who have recently joined us (and lurkers!)
please introduce yourselves and let us know how you found RPW! Women who are active, please make
everyone feel welcome :)
PSA: There is a new wiki section designed to easily introduce women to RPW. Check it out if you need
to brush up on the basics - there's a FAQ, a collection of posts written by our own members, and more!
Also don’t forget: if you have any questions about RPW you can always submit an “Ask RPW” post or
stop by the IRC!
Welcome all new subscribers! We can’t wait to get to know you <3
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Comments

DaFilsta • 11 points • 17 December, 2016 05:20 AM 

Hello Everyone! I'm a guy from California who stumbled upon a link on the Freedommain radio Facebook page.
It's nice to see a female dominated red pill space. A lot of the man dominated sites are extremely cynical about
women as a whole (MGTOW probably being the best example) or have downright nihilistic views about women
which I've always felt was stupid - despite having some good information to be found.

Even though this community is small, there's no reason it shouldn't grow. I'm happy to have found you guys. All
the best.

[deleted] • 8 points • 17 December, 2016 12:56 AM* 

Bonjour! I'm newish to having an account and posting but I'm a longtime lurker. Most of RPW theory fits my
relationship/personality and reflects what I believe to be true. I've been married for 5 years and was with my
husband for 5 years before that (exclusive LTR).

I like the vibe here because people are direct but it's all in the spirit of improving each other, that's pretty cool.
Also, like many of you, I can't really talk relationship dynamics with my IRL lady friends because they'd
probably try to call amnesty international on my behalf (gasp he likes your hair long?! you defer to him for
things!!!). I also feel like IRL most ladies just want to have a bitch-fest about their husbands/boyfriends, it's
super refreshing to be in an atmosphere where that's not a thing.

Anyway...waves awkwardly

tintedlipbalm • 3 points • 17 December, 2016 02:23 AM 

I've seen you around posting, good to have you here!

[deleted] • 1 point • 18 December, 2016 05:06 AM 

Thanks! It's wonderful to be here!

[deleted] • 2 points • 17 December, 2016 01:17 AM 

Hi! Welcome to the party. ��

[deleted] • 1 point • 18 December, 2016 05:06 AM 

Hi! :) cheers

[deleted] • 4 points • 16 December, 2016 06:42 PM 

Woo hoo! Welcome welcome, new folk!

[deleted] • 4 points • 16 December, 2016 11:09 PM* 

Okay, I was planning on remaining a lurker a while longer but here goes.

I'm a 31 yr old wife to a 34 yr old brilliant man. He's my best friend and the light of my life. We have 6 beautiful
children. Our oldest is adopted so if I sound way too young to have a kid that old that's why (she's 17). I
discovered Red pill after we got married. He is the leader in our relationship and I've always preferred it that
way but I didn't know there was a name for it until now. I am a little more...liberal...than many of you here. I
don't believe Red pill or this dynamic will solve all of the world's problems and I recognise that different
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dynamics work for different couples but this is what works for us so I suppose I mainly lurk here because here, if
I do need advice or assistance I can get it without judgment or accusations that I am being controlled and the
like.

I am the same as a lot of you in that I believe in making his life easier and I believe that he belongs in the leader
role of our relationship. Where I may differ from some of you is I'm essentially a libertarian atheist. I am anti
feminist and believe that while there once was a need for the movement there is no longer one. But just from my
short time here I believe that in comparison I lean farther left than the majority of you. I am totally peaceful
though, and I'm not one to debate or be aggressive. I can look at an opinion I disagree with and move on without
causing disarray and I will be respectful to the community. I'm hoping to learn and grow here as I work harder to
be a good wife to my husband. It's so very nice to meet all of you and I hope I can contribute in a positive way as
time goes by. So far I have already learned from the posts and I thoroughly appreciate the content posted.

Thanks :)

Edit: I apologise if I disclosed too much for an introduction. I'm still very new to RP and wanted to be
completely up front in case I wasn't a good fit for the community.

tintedlipbalm • 3 points • 17 December, 2016 02:29 AM 

Welcome! I think some of us come from a more liberal background. We remain on topic so it might not be as
visible.

Where I may differ from some of you is I'm essentially a libertarian atheist.

You might be surprised that we have a prominent mod who is a minarchist and objectivist! Plus a lot of us
are on the secular side. I look forward to seeing you join the conversation :)

_TheFantasticMrsFox_ • 3 points • 17 December, 2016 05:42 AM 

I also lean more to the left than the average RPW. But that's okay- I contribute when I feel it's appropriate
and I just STFU whenever I don't really agree. I'm not here to debate politics or stir the pot, I'm here to learn
and talk with ladies about things I DO agree with. So welcome from another left leaner! :)

[deleted] • 2 points • 17 December, 2016 01:18 AM 

Hi! Welcome ��

Zohso • 3 points • 17 December, 2016 12:55 PM 

I'm assuming this is a call to ALL "new to RPW."

I'm a man new to Red Pill. Found this page naturally while finding myself. I've been on the journey of becoming
a better man for about three months now. I will say, reading your posts on RPW has made me strive to be an
even better man for my wife. To build a better future for my little family. I have a beautiful wife that stays home
and takes care of my two little boys.

Nice to meet you.

BellaScarletta • 2 points • 17 December, 2016 05:22 PM 

Absolutely - welcome!!

Camille11325 • 6 points • 16 December, 2016 06:31 PM 

Welcome everyone!!
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BellaScarletta • 6 points • 16 December, 2016 07:55 PM 

Hi there everyone! I hope at least a few new friends come out and play (:

This sub is a great community that can result in friendships that extend beyond just the sub - many of us chat
outside of here, in the IRC or through other mediums. It can definitely feel a bit tough love sometimes, but we've
all had moments on the receiving end of it, you're not being singled out! Our subreddit banner is the most
accurate, "Better to be slapped with the truth than kissed with a lie." Stick around and you're sure to find great
connections with great people <3

[deleted] • 2 points • 17 December, 2016 04:14 PM

[permanently deleted]

StingrayVC • 4 points • 17 December, 2016 06:58 PM 

Please, do tell! You are most definitely not the first former worst enemy we've had here. Will you share a bit
about what changed your mind and what you changed it from?

[deleted] • 5 points • 17 December, 2016 09:26 PM 

Welcome. As we always tell people, take what you like and leave the rest :D

BellaScarletta • 5 points • 17 December, 2016 05:22 PM 

I think there are more than a few of us who are our own former worst enemies d:

TempestTcup • 3 points • 16 December, 2016 06:56 PM [recovered]

Milestones are always so exciting!

If anyone wants to come by the IRC and chat during the weekday, I'm usually there! Come keep me company!

[deleted] • 2 points • 18 December, 2016 05:08 AM 

I feel stupid typing this, but is there a guide for using an IRC/how to get to the RPW space and log on? I've
never used one before so I am noob to the max.

TempestTcup • 1 points • 18 December, 2016 12:36 PM [recovered]

It's super easy! Go to the link in the post or on the sidebar under "places of interest". You will need to put
in a name - we suggest using your reddit name so we know who you are. The link where you sign up
mentions money, but ignore that.

The link will take you to #redpillwomen IRC and all you have to do is start or join a conversation!

[deleted] • 2 points • 19 December, 2016 03:15 AM 

Thank you!!!

bluereddituser • 2 points • 23 December, 2016 12:56 AM 

Thank you for this explanation. You previously told me to start a conversation or go there to join one.
I had no idea how to get there. So useful thanks!

bluereddituser • 3 points • 20 December, 2016 10:23 PM 

Hey guys! So I am a girl in her 20's and I grew up more or less feminist. My parents were pretty normal but
yeesh the media really influences people. Anyway, as I have grown older I come to realize that there are
distinctive differences between men and women. I don't know if I am a full redpillwife yet but you guys- sure
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are converting me!!! I dont post here often but I love coming here and reading everyones stuff and hearing
opinions and lurking. I just very recently decided to officially join this subreddit! i was planning on being a
lurker for a bit longer but I am happy for this thread cause I guess it speeded up the process a bit. I am so
excited, I love the people here, the way you guys all treat each other. I am more liberal than a lot of people here,
so I def disagree with a lot of issues. Either way, I hope we can all get ot know each other :)

tintedlipbalm • 2 points • 21 December, 2016 01:34 PM 

Hi, welcome! I totally relate, I was a lurker for a little under a year before I decided to finally make an
account. Hope to see you join the conversation :)

bluereddituser • 2 points • 23 December, 2016 12:52 AM 

Thank you! I hope to hear from you too!

TempestTcup • 1 points • 21 December, 2016 01:47 PM [recovered]

It's great to have you here! If you ever have any spare time, come to the IRC and either join a conversation or
start one. There's usually someone there :)

bluereddituser • 2 points • 23 December, 2016 12:56 AM 

Thank you!! I would love to get to know you guys more :)

imintrigued • 3 points • 21 December, 2016 03:28 AM 

Hi everyone! I am a longtime lurker & really enjoy reading the content on here, I feel like I have learned so
much from you guys! I am painfully shy but trying to come out of that so I am going to attempt to be more
active on here. Btw I joined in on the IRC under the same name but pretty sure I made a giant fool of myself
because I didn't know what I was doing lol sorry about that :/

bleed_sugar • 3 points • 21 December, 2016 06:31 AM 

Hello, all! Also a longtime lurker. I became interested in RP philosophy when I joined reddit some years ago and
lurked TRP & Redpillwomen at first. Subscribed to this sub as well, when I got married earlier this year.

Me, right quick: 29, raised by a great Dad (who beat the family court system), was a "wild thing" in my teen-
early 20's, did the corporate thing for a while but didn't really find it satisfying. I'm now self-employed,
extremely happily married to the man of my dreams, living on our own little slice of heaven in the country.

I come in gratitude - I credit this movement for helping me to frame my relationship experiences from a different
perspective, learn from them, stop chasing the wrong things, appreciate my man more, cut out (most of) my
bullshit, and so many other positives. RP has been a true value added in my life. And I still have SO MUCH to
learn from you all!

I really enjoy the stuff I read here and it helps me to read your thoughtful contributions when it feels like the rest
of the women in the world might be on crazy pills. The advice, femininity, grace, and intelligence demonstrated
here is something I admire very much, and would like to be a more active participant in.

So, novel over - sorry it was so long! Hi!

tintedlipbalm • 2 points • 21 December, 2016 01:24 PM 

Glad to have you here! :)

Mamalamb1 • 1 point • 29 December, 2016 04:59 PM* 

Hello! I've lurked for a couple months. I'm 30ish SAHW/M to 30ish amazing husband and a larger number of
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kids. I'm a born and raised southerner, husband is a transplant who prefers we remain in the south now. We are
not particularly white middle class as a whole. Nor are we particularly socially conservative. So I feel a little big
weird here!

Hubby is very much naturally on the more alpha end of the spectrum, but also a very kind hearted ethical man.
So overall we have had a great marriage over past 10+years. I've found increasing satisfaction as I became
submissive both in the bedroom and out. However, we hit an incredibly rough patch a few years back after
multiple family crisises and I had to seriously consider the value or staying or going, I suspect he may have done
the same. As I chose to double down on my commitment I started reading Athol Kay. Read Surrendered Wife.
And then found myself here. We are doing better than ever now.

DH is a guy who has very high SMV. So most of my reading and participating is to keep me motivated to help
him be thrilled with the sacrifice and commitment he's made to me and our crew of munchkins.

Edited: Apologies for multiple posts and finished a thought. (Toddler problems! Ha.)
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